RAVE PANIC BUTTON APP - With Rave's Panic Button App from Mutualink, your smartphone becomes a lifeline to safety. When you activate your panic button, you immediately call 9-1-1, initiate a multimedia collaboration incident between the school and first responders and notify on-site personnel. Your identity and location will be transmitted to 9-1-1 dispatchers, and depending on the emergency type, faculty and staff will be notified.

Benefits

- Instantly link 9-1-1, responders, on-site personnel
- Pressing the Panic Button initiates an incident on the school’s Mutualink Emergency Communications Station in the School Security or Front Office
- Peace of mind for teachers and administrators, as well as students and parents
- Low cost solution for Mutualink customers to improve school safety
- Emergency response personnel receive emergency communications from the source of the intrusion incident
- Dispatchers know the name and phone number of the individual initiating the call

Features

- For individuals associated with Mutualink customers - requires Mutualink Interoperable Workstation (IWS) or Mutualink Edge for Windows
- Geo-redundant public safety grade infrastructure

REDUCE TIME TO RESOLUTION BY 50%

Pressing the Panic Button:

1 - dials 9-1-1
2 - initiates an incident on the school's and police department's Interoperable Workstation (IWS)
3 - alerts on-site personnel
HARDWIRED - Mutualink offers a wired panic button that immediately notifies police dispatchers of an incident at the school, simultaneously initiating a multimedia collaboration session to share video and voice from intercom and/or radio from the scene in real time.

Once the session is initiated by the panic button, additional agencies can be brought in to the communications session to respond to and help resolve the incident by seamlessly sharing voice, video and data to create a common operating picture.

Benefits
- Create a common operating picture in real time with public safety agencies
- Quickly mobilize emergency response by initiating multimedia collaboration session
- Real-time video and voice sharing increases awareness for law enforcement regarding the nature of the incident
- Always available
- Immediately alerts police while capturing and transmitting video
- Customizable to make use of school assets to trigger the communication session
- Affordable for schools or hospital campuses, as well as enterprise deployment
- Reduce time to resolution by 50%